WHEREAS, Conservation Leadership Corps (CLC) have participated in four work days at Prairie Fork Conservation Area (PFCA) providing CLC students with conservation experience;

AND WHEREAS, these workdays have resulted in numerous improvements for PFCA;

AND WHEREAS, these improvements include the purchase and building of a stream table for PFCA by the CLC, designating trails to help in the education of children, teachers, and other organizations;

AND WHEREAS, all of these efforts have led PFCA to acknowledge CLC as an active partner of the area;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED; that the Conservation Federation of Missouri assembled at the Lodge of Four Seasons, Lake Ozark, MO, this 26th day of February, 2012 recognizes this partnership between the CLC and PFCA.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED; that the CLC and CFM support a continuation of partnership between PFCA and the CLC for the years to come.